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A range query on a set of points ~n a k-dimensior,, coordinate space asks for z.ll points lying 
within a hyper-rectar~gle sp cified lay ranges of permissible vzlues for eacl: of the coordinates. 
In this paper we regard as identical any two range queries wh!eh return the same set of points. 
We then investigate he number o~ range queries possible on a set--given a set of N points in 
k-space, what is the maximum number of distinct subsets that may bc specified by giving 
bounding hyper-rectangles? The bounds we find for this number (as a/unction of Nar, d k) are 
substantial improvements over previoas resukts, and tighten a lower bound on the 
computational time required to process range queries. We also report s,.~me r sults concerning 
the expected number of range queries on random distributions of points. 
1. Introduction 
Given a set (or "file") of points in a k-dimensiona~ coordinate :;pace, a range 
query asks for all ?oints in the set that lie within some hyperrectaag!% specified 
by a range of pe:missible values for each of the k coordinates. The range 
searching problem may now be defined as follows: Given a set c,f N points in 
k-space, preprocess them so that rai~ge queries may be answered quickly. 1his  
problem is called orthogonal range searching" by Knuth [4, 5ect on 6.5]. 
We concern ourselves here with the numr~er of range queri~.~ possible on a set 
of N points in k-s,~ace, where two range qael ies are considered istinct iff they 
return different sets of points. We speak of the number  of "range quer ies" rather 
than the number  of "range respon,,es" for two reasons. First, that is the 
terminology used by Bentley and MatLrer [2]. Second, our interest in the range 
searching problem is largely motivl ~e,d by the more general study of range- 
restricted searching problems. In the,~,z problems, a query on a s~t, S, mzy be 
considered to consist of two parts. "ihe first part (or range restrk:~ion) specifies 
some hyper-rectangle, R ;  the second specifies some (arbitrary) query on the set 
T= S t"l R. It is often convenient to partition the possible queries according to the 
T's  selected by their first parts. The number  of different T's which may be 
selected (i.e., the number  of equivalence classes of queries) is precisely what we 
cal~ the number  of range queries on S. 
It is easy to show that any set of N distinct points on the line ,admits exactly 
* This work was supported by the Office ot Naval Research und~,r Contract N0~)014- '6-C-0370. 
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(N~ J)+ 1 range queries. The answer to a range query is either the empty set or can 
be defined by two of the N+ 1 interpoint gaps (including the end spaces). In 
higher dimen.Aons the situati,.'.n is more complicated, since the number of range 
queries on a set depends not only on the number of points in the se~ but on their 
distribution as well. Being interested in worst-case results, we wil~ attempt to 
determine, given N and k, the maximum r~umber of range queries possible on a 
set of N points in k-space. Bentley and Mat, re,' have shown, fo~ k ~ 2, that the 
maximum number of range queries on N Foints in /c-space lies between the 
bounds of (N/2k) 2k and N2k/2 k (ignoring lower order terms) and they have used 
this result to show the optimality (within an additive constant) of data structures 
they call "one level/c-raages'. In Section,~ 2 and 3 of this paper we shall improve 
on these bounds. One result of this is to tigF.ten the additive term of Bentley and 
Maurer's optimality result. By way of comparison, ,:~e average number of range 
queries for a set of N points in k-space is studied \ :t;.on 4. 
2. A lower bound 
Consider Fig. 1. Here we show N points in the plane divided into two groups, 
one arranged along tte line segment from (1, 0) to (0, - I ) ,  not including (1, 0) or 
(0,-1), an,.~ the other ak'ng the line segment from (0, 1) to (-1,9), again not 
including the endpoints. Assume that the two groups are as nearly equal in size as 
possible, the first containing ~N/2"I points and the second having the I...maining 
tNn]. 
We now determine the number of range queries that can be made on this set of 
points. By adjusting the bottom and right boundaries ef the search range, we can 
select any of 
IN/2] + 1)+ 
2 
subsets of the first group to be included in the range (that is, tim number of range 
queries on a set of [N/2] points in one dimension). Similarly, by adjusting Ihe left 
and top boundaries, we may include any of 
(LN/21+I + 
'~ 2 / 1 
subsets of the second group. Thus, the total number of range queries possible on 
this set of points is 
[ ( [N /~ + 1) +1 ] [ ( [N /~ + 1)+ 1 ]~ [(N/2)2/2][(N/2)~/2] = N4]64. 
Analysis of the lower order terms in the second line of the preceding will show 
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Fig. 1. A distribution admitting many range queries. 
that they are O(/~ 3~ and aiso that the approximation obtained is omservative to 
this extent. We have therefore stablished 
Theorem 2.1. The m:zximum number c.f range queries on a set of I~, points in two 
dimensions is at least N4/64. 
The construction Jf Fig. 1 extends raturally to higher-dimensional spaces. In 
k-space, we divide the N points into l: approximately equal grot~p:~ and arrange 
them along the k lioe segments: 
from (1,0,0 . . . . .  0,0) to (0,--1,0 . . . . .  0,0); 
from (0, 1,0 . . . . .  0,0) to (0 ,¢ , -1  . . . . .  0,0); 
from (0,0,0 . . . . .  1,0) to (0 , ( ,0 , . . . ,0 , -1 ) ;  
from (0,0,0 . . . . .  0,1) to ( -1 ,0 ,0  . . . . .  0,0). 
These configurations of points offer a constructive proof of 
Theorem 2.2. Let k be a positive ir~te~er. Then the max imum number of ravage 
queries on a set of N points in k dimensions is at least J\r2k/(2kk2~). 
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3. An upper" bound 
The question now arises as to how close the constructions of Section 2 come to 
achieving the maximum number of range queries. The following result is a partial 
answer to this question. 
Theorem 3.1. Tt,,e maximzm~ number of range q~eries possible on a set of N points 
in two dimens~oos grows no [.aster than N4/48 +O(N3). 
ProoL Consider a set, Y, of N points in the plane. For the purpose of 
investigating the number of possible range queries on Y, we assume, without loss 
,~f generality', thai Y is a i - I  functior~ from {1, 2 . . . . .  N} ot~.to {1,2 . . . . .  N}. t 
Such a set is e.,~hibited in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. A 1-1 functicn from {1, 2 . . . . .  N} to {1, 2 . . . . .  N}, viewed as a point set in two-space. 
For each non-empty range query, Q, there is a unique minimal enclosing 
rectangle, namely [a, b] x [c, d] wher,~ 2
a = rain (domain (Q)); b = max (domain (Q)); 
e = rain trange (Q)); ,J = max (range (O)). 
Consider two integers, a and b, wilh l<<-a<~b~N. How many pairs (c~ d) may 
exist such that [~, b]x[c, d] is the minimal enclosing rectangle of some range 
query? Con~ider the example in Fig. 2. We take c '=min{Y(a) ,  Y(b)} and 
I Here we use the formal definition of a point in two-space as an ordLred pair and of a function as a 
set of ordered pairs. 
2 Recall that we art' identifying O with the set of responses to Q, and that this set is a function, since 
it is a subset ol Y. 
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d:=max{Y(a) ,  Y(b)}. Note that [a, b]×[c,  d] cannot be a minimum enclosing 
rcctangle unless it includes the points (a, Y(a)) and (b, Y(b)). It follows ':hat 
[a, b]x  [c, d] is a minimal enclosing rectangle iff c is the ordinate oI some point of 
Y which lies in the rectangle L=[a,  b!x[1 ,  c'] and d is the ordinate of some 
X t point of Y which lies in the rectangle U = [a, b] [d., N]. Thus, the total number 
of (c,d) giving rise to minimal enclosing rectangies is I LnY[ .  un  Y]. Since 
I L n Yl + ! u n YI can be at most 3 b - a + 1 + 8~.b, it follow~; that ]L n Y[. ! U o. ~.( [ is 
at most "~ 
( [ (b -a  + 1 +~.,D/21)(L(b-a + l+G.b), '). 
By summing over all possible values of a and b, ~ ~, see that the total number of 
range queries, including the empty query, is no rnt.-e than 
1+ ~, ( [ (b-a+l+8, , .b) '2]) ( [ (h- t .  ~- 1 + 8,,.b)/2]) 
l~a~b~N 
~ b3/12-N ' /48 .  
If the approximations made in the preceding calculation are stuJ::ed, it will be 
seen that the error introduced is at most O(N3). This completes the proof. 
We can extend the previous result by induction on the number of dimensions to 
give bounds on the qumber of range queries in higher dimensions as follows: 
Theorem 3.2,~ Let k ,e an inreger greater ~han uni~. Then the maxim ~nt number of 
range queries on a ,wt of N points in k-space grow:; no faster &an N:::7(2" (2k)!)+ 
O(N2k-l), 
Proof. By Theorem 3.1, the result holds for the case where k = 2. Thus we need 
only prove the result for k > 2, assuming the result fo~ k - i. 
Consider a set, Y, ,-,f 6, points in k-space. Without loss ef genera!it.y, we assume 
the kth coordinates of the points in Y to be precisely the int.egers I . . . . .  N. Thus, 
each range query on Y may be expressed by giving two integers, a and b, (with 
i ~ a ~< b<~ N) bounding the query set in the kth coordinate, together with the 
specification of a (k -  D-dimensional r;,age query on b -a  + 1 points whose kth 
coordinates lie in the closed interval [a, : ,]  Using the notation Rj(M) to represent 
the maximum number of range queries possible on any set of M poiets in j-space, 
3 8 here signifies the Kroenecker 8-funcAon. 
4 qince given the sum of two integers, their product is maximized by making t,~em as "aearly equal as 
possible. 
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we now have that 
Rk(N)<~ ~ R~_ l (b -a  + 1) 
l~a~gb~N 
= 2 2 Rk_,(c)~ 2 E c2k-2/(2"(2k-2) !) 
l~b ,~N Imc~gb l~b~N l~¢~b 
~- ~, b 2k ' / (2 .  (2k -1) ! )~N2k/ (2 '  (2k)!). 
l~b:~N 
As before, careful analys}~ of ~he lower-order terms will show them to be 
O(N2k l ) .  
4. The expected number of range queries 
In this section we wilt turn our attention ~o the problem of determining the 
a:~erage number of range queries possible on a k-dimensional point set, under the 
assumption that .!he k coordinates of each point are chosen independently. The 
approach we take is of some i~qterest in that it involves summation not over the 
class of possible permutations, but rather over the class of possible queries 
(hyper-rectangles). 
Theorem 4.1. Let k be a positive integer, The average : ber of range queries on a 
random set of N points in k dimensions grows as N "~: (2k  - 1)] k +O(N 2'~ '), 
under the assumption that the co:~rdinates of each poim are c l,osen independertly. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we restrict our consideration to sets of the form 
P = {Pl . . . .  , PN} which are subsets of {1 . . . . .  N} k, and which have the property 
that no two points are equal in any coordinate, In accordance with our hypothesis 
that the coordinates of each point are chosen independently, we assume that all 
(N!) k ~ permutations are equally likely. 
We now note that the only hyper-rectangles that can possibly be minimal 
enclosing hyper-rectangles are those whose bounds in each dimension are integers 
in {1 . . . . .  N}. We now wish to derive an expression for the probabil ity that any 
such eligible hyper-rectangle will in fact be a minimal enclosing hyper-rcctangle. 
Let R=[ l ,  u~]×. .  "×[ik, U~] be an eligible hyper-~ectangle. For each i such 
that 1 ~< i ~< k, we define the width of R in the ith dimension as w,(R) = u, - 1'~ + 1. 
Note tbat w,(R) is precisely the number  of points in P whose ith coordinates lie in 
the interval [l, u,]. R will actually be a minimal enclosing hyper-reetangle iff ~chere 
is a point oi P on each of the 2k h~per-faces of R. For each hyper-face, F, there is 
only one point which could possibly lie within F (namely the unique point lying in 
the hyper-plane of F). The probabil ity that this point will indeed lie within F is 
simply the product of all the w~ e.xcept for the one extending in the direction 
perpendicular to F, divided by N k- ~. Ignoring the fact that the probabil.;,ties of the 
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various faces being occupied are not completely independent, :; we may 
approximate the probability of all faces being occupied as (w~ k-2 • • • w~k-2)/N 2k. 
The expected number of range queries is clearly the sum over all eligible 
hyper-rectangles, /~,of the probability that R will actually be a minimal enclosing 
hyper-lectangle. This sum is given by 
E ..- E 
By repeatedly applying the approximation 
E E 
= n"+'-/[(m + l)(n ~-2)]+O(n'"+l), 
we may evaluate this sum to obtain the starer esult. 
.~. Conclusions 
The bounds given in Sections 2 and 3 for re  maximum number of -rage 
queries in two dimensions tighten the re,,ults of Bet,tley and Maurer [1] 
considerably-- from a factor of 64 between the lower and upper bounds to a 
factor of ~.4 Similar improvements are obtained in hi~her~ dimensions, though the 
final results there are still looser than for the two-dimensional case. The result,.; 
for the two- and three-dimensional cases are summarized in the following tab!e. 
Bentley & Maurer New re.~,ults 
Dimension Lower Upper Lower Uppe.~ 
of space beand bound Ratio bound bour, d Ratio 
2 Na/256 N414 64 N~/64 N4/,~8 4/3 
3 N6/4,~65 : N6/8 5832 Ne/SS32 N~/I!440 4.05 
It is clear that any decision-tree program for range searching must use at least 
as many comparisc,~ as the logarithm to the base two of the number of pos,,ible 
responses. Bentley and Maurer coupled this fact with their lo',~er bound on the 
number of range queries to show a lower bonnd on the worst case complexity of 
range searching of ;ogz (N4/256)=41og2 N-8 .  Our lower bound tightens their 
result to 4 log2 N-0 ,  and our upper bound shows that this method cannot be used 
to decrease the additive constant much further. 
Similar results are obtained for hig;~er-dimensional spacers. For k-dimensitmal 
space, we get a low -'r bound of 2.~ log, N -  k(1 + 2 log, k) and our u~per bound 
This approximation is sufficient to lower order terms. 
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shows that the d,~cision-tree argument cannot be used to give a lower bound 
greater than 
2k log2 N-  k(1 + log, k - Ioga e) - 3(Iog2 (~rk))/2. 
This last result is ,obtained by using Stirling's approximation to estimate the value 
of (2k)!, which appears in Theorem 3.2. (The lower bounds for range searchi:lg 
mentioned here are based on a d~zcision-tree model. For lower bounds based on a 
more conservative model of computation, see Fredman [3].) 
In Sect, ion 4, we have shown that, for a~y pdsitive integer, k, the average 
number of range queries on N points in k-~,ace falls .,~hort of the maximum 
nurnber by only a constant fac~,~,r, although this factor grows rapidly with k. This 
indicates that on the average we can expect o save at most a constant number of 
operations over the worst case. 
'fhe most obvious open problem left by this work is that of further tightening 
the bounds. The author suspects (but will not bet money) that the lower bounds 
given in Section 2 may be exact up to second-order "m" at any rate, the upper 
bounds of Section 3 are computed on the basis of optimistic assumptions. 
The bound of Theorem 3.1, for example, could be , ~.'tly achieved only if N 
points could tie placed in the plane so that no one of t! e~, ~ay within the minimal 
enclosing rectangle of any other two. This last condition, ho eever, is impossible to 
achieve for N> 4. 
A deeper problem is that of studying the structure, rather than just the 
eardinality, of sets o~ ail possible ran£e queries over a (given) set of points in 
k-space. In pa:rticula; the complexity of range searching in k-space appears to 
depend on the dimension of the space to an extent not entirely accounted for by 
the sheer number of ponsible range searches, To give an example, there are O(N 2) 
range queries on a set of N points in one dimension. By storix,~ the points as a 
sorted list, it becomes possible to answer range queries in O(lg N) time (plus 
reporting time proportional to the number of points actually in the range). The 
preprocessing time ;equired is G(N lg N) total, or O(lg N) per point. Consider on 
the other hand a sei of N½ points in two-space. The mnuber of possible queries is 
again O(N 2) (in fact, the constant erm is smaller for ~his case). But now, if we 
allow only O(lg N) preprocessing per point, the best known algorithm [1] requires 
O( l f  N) t'ime (plus reporting time) to answer a range query. To take another 
example, range searching on one of the distributions constructed in Theorem 2.2 
is very simple '(if suct: a distribution is expected in advance), since a k-dimensional 
range query on such a set can be reduced to k one-dimensional queries. 
Although, as we have seen in Section 4, "random" distributions of points in 
k-space typically admit many fewer distinct range queries than the sets of 
Theorem 2.2, they require either raore preprocessing or more query time, at least 
-~ing currently known algorithms. By seeking a deeper understanding of these 
phet.~omena, we may hope to shed light not only on the range searching problem, 
but on more gen~.'ral range-restricted searching problems as well. 
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